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Mental activities denoted by the term elaboration may be viewed as ways

of thinking while learning. When they are effective, they demonstrate how

thinking can improve learning. Shortly, elaboration will be defined

specifically and concretely in connection with particular learning tasks.

For the moment, however, it is appropriate to begin with two explicit assump-

tions: (a) the accomplishment most crucial for efficient performance on

a learning task is that of selecting or concocting a tactic that renders

the task easy; and (h) some of the major sources of difference in learning

proficiency between persons is their facility in using and, if necessary,

producing effective learning tactics, and in their preferences for some

kinds of tactics rather than others.

A substantial class of learning tactics is elaborative in character,

that is, the tactics involve enriching or augmenting the elements to be

learned beyond their minimal form. In the case of noun-pair learning,

elaborative tactics include the following examples: inserting each noun

pair in a sentence context; representing the noun pairs as their object

referents; envisioning brief episodes involving the two object referents

of each pair. In each of these examples, the minimal elements, aurally

presented noun pairs, are elaborated by the addition of other elements.



Speculatively, these other elements may be thought to have their effect

through extending or augmenting the meaning of the original materials.

Several strands of evidence suggest that elaboration of the kind

illustrated by the preceding examples is produced by subjects who perform

effectively on certain learning tasks and that such elaboration increases

the of of loarnIng. Post-learning interviews of college students

(Runquist & Farley, 1964; Martin, 1967;Montague, Adams & Kiess, 1966;

Montague & Wearing, 1967) and of school age children (Martin, 1967) yield

reports of elaborative activities during learning. Instructions to

generate sentences (Jensen & Rohwer, 1965) for noun pairs and to envision

interactions involving noun-pair referents (Bower, 1969) produce increments

in learning efficiency. Similarly, the presentation of learning materials

in elaborated form facilitates learning. Evidence for the positive effect

of presented elaboration has been reported in the case of sentence contexts

for noun-pair learning (Rohwer, 1967), narrative story contexts for learning

serial lists of noun pairs (Levin & Rohwer, 1968), and for the pictorial

representation of the object referents of noun pairs in either meaningful

spatial relationships (Davidson & Adams, 1969) or in animated inter-

action episL,:ies (Rohwer, Lynch, Suzuki & Levin, 1967). Thus there is

substantial empirical support for the conclusion that subjects do elaborate

learning materials and that whether the elaboration is self-generated or

experimenter-provided, it improves learning efficiency.

Because the focus of the present discussion is on individual and

group differences, it is important to emphasize the .distinction between

the production and the use of elaboration. It is easy to conceive the

possibility that individuals or groups may differ with respect to one of

these functions, for example, in their ability to produce effective
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elaboration, and not in the other, that is in their ability to use elabora-

tion when provided. Accordingly, this distinction should be kept in mind

throughout the remainder of the essay.

A noteworthy characteristic of elaborative phenomena is that under

optimal conditions, the amount of facilitation observed is extraordinarily

large. Jensen and Rohwer (1965) reported that sixth-grade children

instructed to name each of the two objects in a list of paired pictures

did not achieve mastery of the list, on the average, until the ninth trial;

in contrast, all children instructed to construct a sentence containing

the names of the two objects in each pair performed perfectly by the second

trial. Similarly, when pictorial paired-associates (PAs) were presented

to second-grade children as separated, independent objects, the mean number

of correct responses was less than 6 but when the same objects were depicted

as joined togetheL spatially, the mean was more khan 29 out of a maximum

score of 40 (Davidson & Adams, 1969). Thus, this brief review leads to

the conclusion that the starting assumption is probably valid: the construc-

tion and/or the use of a tactic that simplifies a learning task is one of

the most critical prerequisites for successful performance.

The fact that elaboration can be effective in learning is, of course,

far from a complete story; not all ways of elaborating or augmenting learn-

ing materials are effective; some even retard performance. Indeed, one of

the most salient characteristics of elaboration is that it is effective

only under relatively restrictive conditions. In support of this assertion,

consider the results of the following selected experiments in which the

method of investigation has been that of PA learning.
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When noun pairs are presented to sixth-grade children without elaboration

(e.g., COW BALL) they are learned more easily than when presented in the

context of a series of consonants (e.g., f s COW d w g BALL); the

presentation of the nouns in a sentence, however, produces more efficient

learning than either of these (e.g., The running COW chases the bouncing

BALL). One kind of phrase context (e.g., The running COW behind the bounc-

ing BALL) makes learning nearly as easy as does a sentence context but

another kind of phrase context (e.g., The running COW and the bouncing BALL)

produces performance no better than that when the nouns are presented alone

(Rohwer, 1966). Even the use of a sentence context does not guarantee that

elaboration will be effective. Some kinds of sentences are successful,

"He followed the DOG and the CART," while others are not, "He and the DOG

followed the CART" (Suzuki & Rohwer, 1969); meaningful sentences like,

"ROSES drink RAIN' work while anomalous sentenct; like, "ROSES drink HATS"

do not (Rohwer & Levin, 1968). Instructions to visualize separately the

referents of each noun in a pair produce no facilitation whereas instruc-

tions, to visualize the referents in an interacting scene improve perform-

ance (Bower, 1969). The'amount of facilitation produced by elaboration

conditions also varies as a function of other task variables such as

pacing rate (Rohwer & Ammon, 1968), whether responses are made by recalling

or by recognizing missing pair members (Kee & Rohwer, 1970; Rohwer & Lynch,

1966), and the kind of test cue provided (Ehri & Rohwer, 1969). In these

and a number of other ways, the magnitude of elaboration effects varies

as a function of a variety of very specific learning conditions.

Strictly speaking the present state of relevant research imposes

rather narrow boundary conditions on the validity of the assumption that

elaboration is critical for efficient learning. The assumption is most

.
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compellqug in the case of paired-assoc Late learning, almost equally so in

free recall, a little less so in serial learning. The probable validity

of the assumption beyond these tasks depends upon the tenets of the

theoretical position to which the Issue is referred; in some quarters, the

assumption is so obviously valid as to be trivial, across a broad spectrum

of tasks, including virtually all of those involved in school learning;

in other quarters it Is highly suspect outside the boundaries of the

evidence reviewed here.

Besides the limitations Imposed by task variables, the effects of

elaboration may also be related to another class of variables: characteristics

of the learner. Two questions are raised by this possibility: Are there

reliable differences between distinguishable classes of learners in the

efficiericy of their performance on learning tasks; and, Can a significant

portion of such between groups variance be accouted for in terms of differ-

ences in the production and/or use of elaborative learning tactics? A

consideration of these questions obviously entails an evaluation of the

second of the two major aysumptions with which this essay began, namely

that differences in elaborative facility and in preferences among particular

kinds of elaborative tactics are responsible for a major share of observed

differences in learning proficiency.

First, however, two definitional matters deserve clarification. One

concerns the relationship between the terms efficiency. and proficiency in

learning. As used here, both terms refer to one or a collection of indexes

that roughly reflect the ratio of performance level to amount of time

invested in learning. Efficiency is used to refer to cases where the ratio

varies as a function of learning conditions; proficiency to cases where the

ratio varies as a function of differences between subjects exposed to
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identidai sets of learning conditions. Thus, proficiency implies a rela-

tively enduring characteristic of persons with respect to the ratio. In

order to investlgate the possible relationships between elaboration and

learning proficiency, however, it must be established whether or not

individual differences in performance are reliable across tasks. The

reliability of such differences needs to be ascertained both across parallel

forms of the same task and across different tasks as well. If consistency

can be established, then it is possible to test the hypothesis advanced

here: that differences in learning proficiency are attributable to

differences in the production and/or use of elaborative tactics. Notice

that two different research methods are required for evaluating the production

and use aspects of the hypothesis: with respect to production, the method

of instructed or $:elf- generated elaboration is indicated whereas the method

of presented elaboration is appropriate for the question of differences in

the effective use of elaboration.

The second definitional matter concerns the use of the term individual

differences. In its most fully developed form, the notion of individual

differences is a very sophisticated one. Here, however, it is used in a

relatively simple sense. It refers to the grouping together of individuals

who share a greater similarity among themselves on some feature or set of

features than they do with another collection of individuals. Two kinds

of bases for such grouping will be considered: (a) in terms of features

or variables exogenous to the performances to be observed; and (b) in terms

of features or variables endogenous to the performances to be observed.

The distinction rests on the issue whether subjects are classified by means

of a set of operations that are different from or the same as those that

generate the dependent measures.



Exogenous ventures and Differences in Learning Proficiency

To he considered in this section aro features of persons that can be

established iltdepeudent of the learning tash on which performances are t)

be observed. Amotv, such features are sex, chronological age, IQ, and

socioeconomic status (SES) - ethnicity. The latter feature, of course,

represents a confounding of two collections of variables; this confound-

ing Is intent tonal since the two variables are so highly correlated in

naturally-occurring populations and since most of the studies to be examined

have thus confounded them. Such confounding is generally to he avoided and

especially so if such variables are those to he used in accounting for

observed variance. In the present discussion these variables do not occupy

such,a role. Here it is elaboration variables that will be examined for

their sufficiency In accounting for variance in learning proficiency.

Chronolo9ical Age and the Elaboration Hypothesis

There is ample evidence that performance on paired-associate learning

tasks varies as a function of chronological age. Jensen and Rohwer (1965),

for example, administered a 10-item list of pictures of paired objects to

samples of kindergarten, first-, third-, sixth-, eighth-, tenth-, and

twelfth-grade subjects. The mean number of trials to criterion for the

two extreme age groups were 12 and 2 for kindergarten and twelfth-grade

Ss respectively. Similarly, Pohwer, Lynch, Levin, & Suzuki (1968) administered

a 24-item pictorial PA list to kindergarten, first-, third-, and sixth-

grade children and found that grade level differences accounted for a

substantial portion of the variance between Ss.



With reference to such age-ielated changes in learning efficiency, the

question of present interest is the extent to which they can be attributed

to paraliel changes in the production and use of elaborative learning

tactics. From the results of their, study, Jensen and Rohwcr (1965)

concluded that a major rer.son for the improvement in performance as a func-

tion of grade lovol might have been a corre3ated increwie in self-activated

elaborative activity. This inference was drawn from comparisons of

sentence elaboration and control conditions at the successive grade levels.

Performance in conditions where sentence instructions were given was markedly

superior in the first-, third-, and sixth-grade samples but in the older

samples, learning in the control conditions was virtually as efficient as

that in the sentence instruction condition., Accordingly, it was argued

that with increasing age, subjects engage in self-activated elaborative

activity that is functionally equivalent to that elicited by instructions

to elaborate by means of generating sentences. Although this interpretation

is a plausible one, the data from which it arose are problematical in some

important respects: study trial time was not equated for sentence and

control conditions; a severe ceiling effect may have reduced the possibility

of detecting differences between sentence and control conditions in the

sixth-, eighth-, tenth-, and twelfth-grade samples; and, finally, the design

did not include a condition in which self-activated elaboration was prevented

or at least discouraged. This latter condition is necessary to provide an

adequate test since the elaboration hypothesis asserts that subjects; produce

and use such learning tactics whenever conditions permit.

A study recently completed by Joan Bean was designed to eliminate

these sources of uncertainty in evaluating the hypothesis that self-activated
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elaboration increases with age. A thirty-item list of noun pairs was

presented aurally by a study-test method to samples of first-, third-,

sixth-, eighth-, and eleventh- -grade subjects. At each grade level, the

pairs were presented In four different. ways: Control, in which ordinary

PA learning instrnrtions were given and the noun pairs were presented

without elaboration; Rehearsal, in which subjects were instructed to

repeat each noun pair aloud until the onset of the next pair; Sentence

Context, where each noun pair was presented in the context of a sentence;

and, Generated Sentence, in which subjects were instructed to construct and

utter a sentence containing the nouns in each Pair. Performance was indexed

in terms of the mean number of correct responses (maximum = 30) given on

the first test trial.

The results are displayed in Figure 1 as a function of Grades and

ConditIons. These data have several interesting features. First note ,:nat

Insert Vigure 1 about here.

the degree of learning efficiency produced by the two sentence conditions

does not differ significantly at any grade level; self-generated sentences

have no advantage over experimenter-provided sentences. Second, note that

in the first-, third-, and sixth-grade samples, the Researsal and Control

conditions do not differ significantly. In the eighth-grade sample, how-

ever, performance in the Control condition is superior to that in the

Rehearsal condition and in the eleventh grade the difference favoring the

Control condition is even larger. Our interpretation of this aspect of

the results is that self-activated elaboration begins to typify the learning
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prom* in children between the sixth- aad elghth-Arade levels and that

the land of re1hear:3;11 required, that is, simnle repetition of the pairs,

interferes with these activitie:;. Ifintever the character of the self-

activated elaboration, in the eighth -grade sample it is not as efficient

as either presented or instructed sentence elaboration. In the eleventh-

grade sample, the control condition is superior to all others, suggesting

that self-activated elaboration may be of a different character than self-

generated sentences (e.g., imagery processes like those posited by Bower,

1969). Indeed, a comparison of the eighth- and eleventh-grade results

in the sentence conditions Indicates that for the older. Ss sentences retard

rather than facilitate learning.

Additional examination of these results lends support to what has

already been suggested, namely that the emergence of self-activated

elaboration may account for a maior share of the variance between age groups.

For third- and sixth-grade children, sentence conditions are associated

with a degree of learning efficiency equivalent to that displayed by sub-

jects as old as eighth graders in the control condition. The inferior per-

formance of the first-grade sample suggests that these children cannot yet

make maximal use of sentence elaboration even when it is provided.

MAY..1(j_ the ailb2rai on L1ytotlesi.5

To be considered next are two methods for evaluating the elaboration

hypothesis as it applies to variance in learning proficiency that is

associated with T.Q. The first is the method of normal-retardate comparisons

and the second is the method of elaboration-control contrasts with respect

to correlations between TO and PA learning efficiency.

A number of studies have been reported in which significant differences

have emerged between normals and retardates when compared in terms of
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performance on PA learniTY, tasks (for reviews, sec Zeaman & House, 1967;

Jewlen, 3969a) . The question of interest is whether or not such differences

are attributable to corresponding differences in self-activated elaborative

tactics.

The question has received an affirmative answer from Martin (1967) in

his interpretation of results obtained in a study comparing normal and

educably retarded children. All Ss were administered an 8-item PA list.

The normal group (CA = 11-7) was treated as a control condition as was

half of the retarded samnle (CA for the entire retarded sample = 11-9).

For the other half of the retarded sample, the PAs were presented in an

elaborated verbal context. Performance in the normal-control group was

significantly superior to that in the retarded control. The performance

of retarded children provided with elaborated contexts, however, was

significantly superior to that of retarded-control children and

indistinguishable from that of the normal controls. Accordingly, the

investigator concluded that the usual sunriority of normal children in PA

learning is attributable to their propensity for engaging in self-

activated elaboration of the materials to he learned.

Rohwer and Lynch (1968) have reported similar results in a study

comparing third-grade children of normal. IQ with retarded adults matched

with the third-grade sample in terms of mean mental age. That is to say,

when the PAs were presented under elaboration conditions, the performance

of the retarded samples was not significantly inferior to that of the

normal sample in the control condition. The interpretation of this result

is complicated by the fact that when both samples were compared under

elaboration conditions, the superiority of the normal groups was as large
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as under control conditions. These results are entirely consistent with

those reported by Jensen (1965) for a similar study with fourth-grade

normal:; and MA-matched retardates. Thus, the outcome of these few studies

bearing on the hypothesis that differences in elaborative activity can

account for IQ-related differences in learning proficiency provide mild

but qualified support.

Even fewer data relevant to the hypothesis have been produced by the

second method of investigation, that is, correlational method. Although

it is not at all conclusive, one study will be described by way of

illustration (Rohwer, Ammon, Suzuki & Levin, in press). Since the study

will be referred to again in a subsequent section, it is worth detailing

rather completely. The sample consisted of 288 children drawn in equal

numbers from kindergarten, first-, and third-grade classes of schools

serving high-SES White population and from schools serving a low-SES

Black population. Each child was administered the Peabody Picture

Vocabulary Test (PPVT), the Colored Progressive Matrices (CPM) and four,

25-item PA lists. Each PA list was composed of five different types of

items distinguished by the manner in which the pairs were presented:

Nouns--aural presentation of noun pairs; Pictures--visual presentation of

pictures of paired objects; Nouns-Pictures--pictures of paired objects with

their noun labels presented aurally; Sentences-Pictures--pictures of paired

objects with the aural presentation of sentences containing the noun labels

of the objects; Nouns-Action--pictures depicting action episodes involving

the two objects in each pair with the appropriate noun labels presented

aurally. The capability necessary for presenting the action episodes WAS

provided by recording all materials on videotape for playback through a

television monitor.
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Civen a stu'ly of this design, tho prediction implied by the elaboration

hypothesis is that the correlations between IQ and learning efficiency should

be smaller in tho cr.se of elaborated than in the case of unelaborated Item

Types. To assess these predictions, consider the correlation coefficients

between the PPVT and the PA tests for the high-SES White samples. These

coefficients are displayed in Table 1. An inspection of these results

Insert Table 1 about here.

yields no support for the elaboration hypothesis. Indeed, if these coefficients

lend support to any conclusion it is that the elaboration hypothesis is

wrong with respect to IQ related differences in learning proficiency. The

magnitude of the correlations between these two variables is generally

greatkL for elaborated Item Types (Centences-Pictures and Nouns - ticlion than

for the Item Types that are less elaborated, although this result may be

an artifact of the mixed-list design employed.

Thus, the two methods of investigation yield contradictory conclueons,

the first lends support to the elaobration hypothesis while the second tends

to negate it. Clearly the available data are not sufficient to compel a

firm conclusion. In an effort to resolve the issue of 10- related differ-

ences in learning proficiency, it might be useful to apply the research

design used by Bean to assess the elaboration hypothesis in the case of

ape-related differences.

Ethnicity -SES and the Elaborationnypothesis

The research designs that might profitably be used to assess the

validity of the elaboration hypothesis in accounting for populations-related
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differences in learning proficiency include all of those discussed thus far.

Unfortunately, they have not all, been applied to the problem as yet. For

example, a particularly useful method might be that of contrasting PA

learning proficiency under Control, Pehearsal, Sentence Context, and

Genc.rated Sentence conditions among two or more populations. As described

in a preceding section, this design has already been applied to high-SES

White samples of first-, third-, sixth-, eighth-, and eleventh-grade

subjects; It has been applied as well to low-SES White samples from the

same grade levels (Bean & Rohwer, 1970). Currently the design is being

replicated with low-SES Black samples of sixth-, eighth-, and eleventh-

grade subjects. Simply stated, the comparative outcome for the low-SES

Whites is that nonrt of the interactions displayed for the high-SES Whites

in Figure 1 hold true. Even in the eleventh-grade sample, the Control

condition is associated with Ole lowest level of oerformanLe and both of

the sentence conditions produce more efficient learning than either the

Control or the Rehearsal condition. Accordingly these results support

the suggestion that differences in self-activated elaborative activity

may indeed account for an overall difference in learning proficiency, at

least for these two populations.

In contrast with this conclusion, consider the results of studies

using a simpler research design and the populations of high-SES White and

low-SES Black children. in most of the work reporting comoarisons between

these two populations in terms of performance on PA tasks, very little

variance has been found to be associated with the populations vatiable

(Semler & Iscoe, 1963; Rohwer, 1967; Rohwer, Lynch, Levin & Suzuki, 1968;

Rohwer, Ammon4 Suzuki & Levin, in press) especially for children above the
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level of first grade. When population-related differences do emerge, they

appear to be stronger in elaborated than in non-elaborated conditions.

This result, of course, runs directly counter to the elaboration hypothesis.

Accordingly, the qucrAJon is still unanswered.

A related issue remains equally undecided: despite the equivalence

of these two populations in terms of performance on PA. tasks and even on

free recall tasks where the materials consist of non-categorized items,

markedly large amounts of populations variance are found on IQ tasks such

as the PPVT, the CP, and the WISC. Attempts to rationalize this discrepancy

have been made (cg., Jensen, 1969a;Rohwer, in press) but they are far

from being entirely satisfactory.

Endogenous '7eatures and Differences in Learning Proficiency

In the examples reviewed, it has been possible to show that elaboration

variables can modify, sometimes subAtantially, the relationship between

various exogenous characteristics> persons and their learning proficiency.

In this final section, a similar demonstration will be attempted for

characteristics of learners that are endogenous to the task whereby learn-

ing proficiency is estimated.

As defined here, exogenous characteristics of learners typically can

be traced to rot (frequently Status or demographic) variables; that is,

generally agreed upon classification systems which are independent of the

particular learning tasks being investigated. On the other hand, endogenous

characteristics may be thought of as individual variables in particular learn-

ing tasks; that is, unique personological variation which may be extracted

only upon an examination of the individual learners.
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it is a patent assertion in the behavioral sciences that performance

variability attributable to subjects' endogenous characteristics Is over-

whelming, even under condttions viler() exogenous variables are controlled

to some extent, for expie, by sampling from homogeneous groups. Moreover,

the stability of individual difference variation may be assessed on the

basis of test-retest or parallel form (usually separated in time) reliability

estimates of the measuring instrument of interest. In this regard, reported

coefficients of stability for standardized achievement and aptitude tests

pervade the psychological literature and in many cases, different reliability

estimates of the same test are provided for different forming groups (exogeneous

characteristics of the subjects being considered).

The same kind of information may be gleaned from tasks which purport

to measure "learning ability," in contrast to the "learned abilities" that

are reflected by most tests o.. intelligence. Unfortunately, reliability

estimates of learning tasks do not often appear in published form. This,

of course, may be explained by the fact that most learning studies incorporate

instruments which are experimenter-made rather than standardized. In

addition, the instruments often are of an "ad hoc" variety: they are employed

in a relatively short duration experiment or set of experiments, and are

never called upon again. Clearly there is a need to develop learning task

batteries which demonstrate reliabilities comparable to those of available

psychological tests, but at the same time validities appropriate to the

underlying cognitive variables being measured. The remaining sections will

focus on these questions in the context of certain learning tasks already

discussed.
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The Stability or PA Learnino Proficiency

ReconsideI the experiment previously described, in which 288 children

sampled equally from kindergarten, first, and third grades in both high-

SES White and low-ShS Black populations were tested (Rohwer et al. , in

press). It will be recalled that four 25-item PA lists were administered

to the children: two (along with the PPVT) during one testing period, and

two followini; an interval, of two days. Thus, by determining each child's

initial PA learning ability (on the basis of his performance on the first

two lists, or Form A of the test) as well as his subsequent performance

(the second two lists, or Form B), equivalence-stability reliability estimates

of the task could be obtained.

The reliability coefficients for each of the six samples are presented

in Table 2, which is highlighted by two features. In the first place, although

Insert Table 2 about here.

the size of the coefficients does not rival, let us say, those of popular

standardized In, instruments reported in test manuals, they are of sufficient

magnitude (.54 to .87) to merit regard. Secondly, it appears that the

estimates vary as a function of the exogenous characteristics of each

sample (in this case, age and SES-race). This is further substantiated

by a statistical test for the equality of these coefficients across popula-

tions (Hays, 1963; l'!arascuilo, 1966), which is rejected with the probability

of a Type I error a ) equal to .05. An interpretation of this finding

is not immediately forthcoming, however, as no systematic trends are

apparent. What is important to note is that endogenous variables may be
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interesting in their own right, as well as in comnarlson or in interaction

with exogenous variables. Illustrattons of this point will he provided

shortly.

An alternative wny In which the stability of PA learning proficiency

may be investigatod is to block subjects on the basis of Form A performance,

and to observe the effect of this blocking on the reduction of within

group variance in Form P. performance. When this is done for the present

task, a substantial portion of variance assoc.Lated with blocks (i.e.,

initial learning ability) is detected. Moreover, for each of the three

age-grade populations, the amount of variation in Form B performance

attributable to Form A performance greatly exceeds that attributable to

the SES-race variable. Thus, ignoring endogenous characteristics in the

face of exogenous ones may have the serious effect of producing gross mis-

classifications of indivi,ival proficiencies. Jensen (1969a) addresses

himself to this issue.

How permanent or durable are PA learning abilities? The data just

reviewed were based on a two-day time lance between the two forms of the

test. Two other studies from our laboratories have examined children's

performance of PA tasks after 5-10 days (Ammon & Rohwer, 1969) and after

14-30 days. In both cases, second list differences associated with

initial list learning ability parallel what has already been reported.

Further long-term investigations of the learning ability variable are

indicated for both PA and other types of learning paradigms.

One thing more should be mentioned in this regard. Preliminary

analysis of data from the three previously mentioned experiments involving

almost 400 children (preschoolers through third graders) suggests that

learning ability may well interact with the variable of SES-ethnicity.

As has been noted, the latter variable is found to be associated with
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smnll (but in nom studic,I, statistically significant) differences in PA

performance. Howover, when the children are blocked in terms of initial

list karnIng, differonces in second list performance between the higher

ability children of the two SESrace pooulationq are on the average

negligible when comoared with differences between the lower ability children

from the same populnttons. That is, it might be possible to explain the

slight PA learninA differences between high-SES Whites and low-SES Blacks

in terms of the relatively inferior performance of poor learners from the

latter ponulation to that of poor learners from the former. This is

but one example of a potentially interesting interaction of endogenous

and exogenous learner characteristics which warrants study and explana-

tion.

Individual r)ifferencec. and Elaboration Preferen),

It goes without sa:,,,.ng that educators are interested in determining

which individuals are likely to succeed easily in school and which ones are

not. This may involve a separating out of the good from the poor (or the

faster from the slower) learners on the basis of certain criteria. Mat

seems to he given lighter regard is the hypothesis that the vast majority

of students may succeed easily if they are 1,iven optimal instruction and/or

cond41.ons_of learninry (Carroll, 19',3). In this domatn may be found the

recent discussions of aptitude by treatment (ATI) interactions (Bracht, 1969;

Cronbach, 1967; Cronbach & Snow, 1969; Jensen, 1967; Walberg, 1970); that

is to say, the notion that certain instructional methods and materials will

be most effective for some students whereas different methods and materials

will be most effective for others.
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Iii the context of the present PA learning experiments, at least one

aspect of the ATI hypothesis is sOject to validation. The task incorporated

by flohwer e 0.. (in press) consisted of materials presented to learners

as five different typos of auditory and visual combinations. The various

item types have been described in a previous section, where it was

indicated that reli.oblo differences among the item typos were detected.

Thus, some methods of nrosonting materials produced more efficient learn-

ing than others.

however, an additional question may be phrased in terms of ATI, or the

propensity of certain children to "prefer" particular kinds of elaboration

materials: namely, are there reliable individual perferences such that

some children benefit more from items defined by one aural-visua combination,

while other children benefit more from those defined by another? Note that

"preferences" as used here, refer not only to the hinds of strategies

spontaneously employed by learners, but also to the kinds of stimulus materials

which may suit these strategies.

An answer to this question is obtainable from the present study since:

(a) a mixed PA list was employed, whereby every child was administered each

of the five item types and what is more, they were administered concurrently

(i.e., differences in time, practice, retroactive and proactive effects were

balanced across item types); and (b) a second form of the test was administered

on another occasion to assess the stability of individual preferences for

particular item typc:s.

With the five item-type scores on two occasions as dependent variables,

an analysis-of-variance comparison of the variation associated with Subjects
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by Item Types and that of Subjects by Item Types by Occasions (Winer, 1962)

suggested that reliable subject preferences for particular item types did

exist. Within the six age and SES-race samples, a multivariate correlational

analysis was perforLad to d,termLne whether each nopulation exhibited a

relationship betwpn the five item types on Form A and those on Form B. All

of the multivariate tents yielded a significant Fvalan with a = .05, indicat-

ing an association between the two sets of variables in each of the popula-

tion!;.

Following this, a canonical analysis was conducted in order to discover

those linear combinations of Form A item types and those of Form B which

were maximally correlated (Hotelling, 1936). Nine significant (a =.05)

canonical correlations were detected: one in each of the high-SES White

and two in each of the low-SES Black populations. These are presented in

Table 3. The largeat c'nonical correlations (I) in each sample should be

Insert Table 3 about here.

compared with the values reported in Table 2, which arc based on total

test scores. It will he noted that the two sets of coefficients compare

quite favorably, such that the canonical correlations of Table 3 are only

a little larger than the Table2 correlations.

The first significant canonical correlation might be thought of as a

measure of general PA learning ability, which is closely approximated

by the simple correlation between the two forms of the test. The canonical

weights for the two sets of variables were found to be in the same direction
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and of generally comparable magnitudeo, thus producing weighted composites

quite similar to scores simply based on the sum of all item types for each

form of the test.

The second sigitificant canonical correlation (II) , obtained in each of

the low-SES Black populations, may be best interpreted upon an examination

of the canonical weights on Forms A and B of the test; as well as upon

inspection of the canonical structure, or the zorrelation between each

canonical variate (weighted composite) and the original variables of the

appropriate set. [See, for example, Neridith (1964) and Porebski (1966)

for an application of these techniques.] The canonical structures of the

significant canonical variates are presented in Table 4, where it may be

Insert Table 4 about here.

seen that the direction and magnitude of the correlations between Canonical

Variate TI and the Form A item types are roughly paralleled by the corres-

ponding correlations for Form B.

Furthermore, the correlational pattern found among low-SES Black kinder-

garteners is more or less replicated in the first- and third-grade samples.

In each case, the correlation between the P item types (where PAs were

pictorially presented without accompanying verbal identification or

elaboration) and, the canonical variates is opposite in sign to most of the

others. In particular, the correlations for P item types and those for

N item types (where PAs were simply labeled without accompanying pictorial

support) provide an interesting contrast insofar as their respective

canonical structures are concerned.
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A verbal-pictorial "factor" may be posited to account for such results,

especially in light: of what is known about the relationship between language

and learning. A more detailed description of individual preferences for

verbal or pictorial materials may be found elsewhre (Levin & Rohwer, in

press). Suffice it to say that: (i.) the presence of a second significant

canonical correlation indicates that the amount of information conveyed by

the data (consisting of several item type scores) is in excess of the

reliability findings based on total test performance on two occasions; and

) therep14 -a-11-4--thei-r----a-s-soc la ted structures

in each of the low-SES Black samples (but in none of the high-SES White

samples) lends further credence to the reality of interactions between

exogenous and endogenous learner characteristics.

PA Proficiency as Related to School Learning

Until now, we have focussed on reliability aspects of PA tasks which

have been employed among children of various ages and from differing

socioeconomic backgrounds. It has been noted that the instrument used:

(a) is fairly consistent with respect to characterizing PA learning ability;

and (b) may provide useful information with respect to classifying learners

according to their elaboration preferences. In this final section, atten-

tion will be paid to empirically gathered validity data regarding the

utility of PA tasks.

It is frequently reported that the correlation between IQ and scholastic

achievement falls in the range .5 to .7, although the size of this rela-

tionship is difficult to document through carefully controlled experi-

mentation. Recent studies looking at the relationship between certain

proceSs learning (e.g., PA performance) and school. learning (e.g., reading
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achievement) meaures have exhibited correlations of comparable magnitudes

(e.g., Anderson & Samuels, 1970; Giebink & Goodsell, 1968; Otto, 1961;

Stevenson et al., 1968). Complicating the issue is the finding that the

relationship between IQ and process learning is not at all clear, though

it is currently being investigated (Glasman, 1968; Green, 1969; Humphreys

& Dachler, 1969; Jensen, 1969 ab; Jensen & Rohwer, 1968; Rohwer et al.,

in press; Rohwer & Lynch, 1968; Semler & Iscoe, 1963). It is safe to say

that the size of the latter correlation appears to vary with the IQ tests,

learning tasks, and exogenous or group characteristics of subjects employed.

In most rases, the interrelationships between IQ, process learning and

school achievement have been discovered by means of concurrent validation

procedures. That is, at a given point in time (during one or more testing

sessions, or in conjunction with recently administered achievement tests),

an assessment of a chil:!'s proficiencies in each of these domains is made.

Of greater value to educators are instruments which may be used to diagnose

or predict those areas of the school curriculum in which a child is likely

to encounter success or failure. "Readiness" tests are generally regarded

as indicators of preparedness for instruction in particular curriculum

areas. Thus, children who obtain high scores on the "predictor" instrument

are expected to produce high scores on the appropriate "criterion" instrument.

Some data on Lae predictive validity of the PA tasks referred to

throughout this paper will now be discussed. For each child in the six

populations, information regarding his PA performance and PPVT IQ were

collected. One and one-half years after these initial data were obtained,

performance scores on a teacher-administered reading achievement test- -

primary versions of the Stanford Achievement Test (SAT)--were obtained for

all samples except the low-SES Black third graders.
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IC should be mentioned that in longitudinal studies of this kind, subject

attrition is of substantial concern. If dropouts are non random, predictive

validity coefficients are likely to be affected, thereby posing a threat to

external validity (Campbell & Stanley, 1963). On the other hand, even though

systematic losses do occur, one may console himself with the knowledge that:

(a) the predictive validity of one's instrument may well be conservative,

especially if attrition is primarily localized at the extremes of distribu-

tion; and (b) since continuing populations in school are self-se. lected, it

is precisely to such populations that generalizations must be made (assuming

that attrition is not a direct result of the initial testing).

Moreover, in the present study the major emphasis is on the comparative

validities of the PA and IQ tests in predicting reading achievement. If

there is no reason to suspect a differential attrition pattern as related

to PA and IQ abilities, then the internal validity of the experiment should

be relatively high.

It will be recalled that initially 48 children from each of the

populations were tested. The data obtained from the follow-up study and

the corresponding sample sizes are presented in Table 5. Predictive

Insert Table 5 about here.

validities based on PPVT IQs and total PA performance are reported, as is

the multiple correlation between the PA task, represented by five item-

type scores (N, P, NP, SP and NA), and reading achievement.

Two aspects of these validity coefficients deserve special emphasis.

The first is that for every sample, substantial predictive power is gained
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by enteHnt; subjects scores separately for each of the item types rather than

relying on the total PA score alone. This result indicates that some item

types contribute considerably more to the prediction than others. In this

regard, an inspection of the partial correlations in each sample reveals

no regularity in the particular item type most responsible for the multiple

correlation observed. Surely the study must he replicated on Independent

samples before al.:!;ortion are made about the relative importance of specific

item types for the populations in question. Nevertheless, the fact that
Try.*Ww,nose

the utility of the PA test appears so much greater when item-types performance

is considered separately rather than being summed into a total score

encourages the continued development of tasks of the mixed-list variety.

The second noteworthy aspect of Table 5 is that for every sample except

the high-SES White third graders, the validity coefficient for the Item.

Types version of the PA test is higher than that for the PPVT. Again,

caution must characterize any interpretation of this result but it is

consistent with the notion that a learning task might be a better predictor

of long-term school learning than a test of the IQ variety. Additional

validation studIes using the PA test are currently underway; one of these

will permit a comparison of the predictive power of the PA test with that

of the Metropolitan test of Reading Readiness with regard to reading

achievement at the end of the first-grade year.

In conclusion, we have suggested that assessments of learning proficiency

that make provisions for individual and group differences in elaborative

production and/or use can substantially increase our understanding of a

variety of learning phenomena. It seems apparent that the field of inquiry

essayed here is only beginning to be plowed; fortunately, enough of it has

cropped to enourage more investment.
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Table 1

Correlation Coefficient's botwen PPVT IQ and PA Test Performance

as a Function of Grades and item Types in Digh-SES White Samples

Grades IlE_TYPes

Nouns- Sentences- Nouns-

Nouns Pictures Pictures Pictures Action

(N) (P) (NP) (SP) (NA)

K (N=413)

1 (N=48)

3 (N=48)

--,27.* ...CI* .42**----715----

.00

.13

.31* .08. .40** .14

.18 .14 -.03 .27* .09

< .05

R.< .01
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Table 2

Reliability Estimates of the Paired-Associate Learning

Task for Six Populations*

PopulaLion

Kindcwit(m:

iligh-SES White

Low- -SES Black

1st Grade:

High-SES White

Low-SES Black

3rd Grade:

HighSES White

Low-SES Black

Reliability

. 54

. 87

. 80

.67

.74

.77

* Taken from Rohwer, Ammon, Suzuki and Levin, in press.
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Table 3

Significant Canonical Correlations between Two Forms

of the PA Task for Six Populations

Toajation Canonical Correlation

Kindergarten:

High-SES White .63

Low -SLS Black .92 .66

1st Grade:

High-SES White .84

Low-SES Black .76 .59

3rd Grade:

High-SES White .76

Low-SES Black .83 .68



Table 4

Canonical Structure of the PA Task: Correlations Between

Canonical Variates and Respective Original Variables

High-SES Whites Low-SES Blacks

36

Canonical Variate

Form A

Kindergarten:

Form B Form A Form B Form A Form B

N .10 .12 -.63 ,-.61 .38 .66.
P .18 .49 -.62 -.72 -.65 -.23
NP .62 .56 -.88 -.68 .12' .21
SP .58 .92 -.89 -.79 .13 .12
NA .88 .51 -.90 -.98 .16 -.05

1st Grade:

N -.42 -.36 -.55 -.30 .38 .60
P -.68 -.75 -.67 -.78 -.52 -.26
NP -.80 -.72 -.63 -.76 .14 .22
SP -.61 -.62 -.50 -.79 .42 .28
NA -.87 -.84 -.78 -.53 .24 .73

3rd Grade:

N ,-.67 -.78 -.42 -.65 -.80 -.71
P -.81 -.74 -.68 -.81 .54 .25
NP -.77 . -.88 -.91 -.80 -.22 .26
SP -.66 -.67 .47 -.64 .15 .12
NA -.64 -.48 -.64 -.74 -.19 -.03
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Table 5

Correlation between IQ and Reading Achievement, and between PA Performance

and Reading Achievement, as a Function of Populations

Population

Kindergarten:

n

PPVT IQ

r

PA Total

r

PA Item Types

R

HighSES White 32 .41 .40 .74

Low- -SES Black 26 .33 .18 .58

1st Grade:

High-SES White 43 .35 .07 .50

Low-SES Black. 38 .30 .13 .32

3rd Grade:

High-SES White 36 .64 -.10 .35

Low-SES Black OM OEN moo
01.1.110



Figure Caption
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Figure 1. Mean number of correct responses on Trial 1 as a function

of PA learning condLtious and grade level.
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